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ImageWare Systems 
ImageWare Systems, Inc. is a leading provider of identity management solutions driven by multi-modal biometrics. We deliver multi-modal 

biometric identity management solutions for user authentication on premises and in the cloud. Our patented, agnostic, plug-n-play technology 

promotes interactive communication and Out-Of-Band Authentication on mobile platforms and brings security to an all new level. Our 

innovative products, such as GoCloudID™ and GoMobile Interactive™, enable modular, flexible, and scalable identity solutions across a variety 

of markets, including mobile, wireless, financial services, and healthcare. ImageWare’s identity management system allows customers to easily 

add a secure layer of biometric authentication to a variety of platforms and services. 

Solution 
The solution of ImageWare Systems is based on 3 main components. 
1. Biometric Engine® is a scalable, agnostic multi-biometric identity management technology that conducts 1:1 biometric searches to verify 

an individual’s identity; 1:n searches to identify an individual within a population; and x:n investigative searches against watch list. 
2. GoCloudID/GoVerifyID™ is an agnostic Cloud-based ID Management platform that dramatically lowers the cost of traditional infrastructure. 
3. GoMobileInteractive™ is a push application platform secured by biometrics that transforms mobile devices into a complete mobile ID.  
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End Users 

1.  Log-in / Payment 

2. Request of user 
identification  

3. Request of 
biometric 
information 

4. Send  
biometric information 

Service  
Providers 

【Personal data DB】 
User Name：Taro 
Card number：60xxxx 
Name：Fuji Taro 
Address：Tokyo xxx 
Tell：03-xxxx-yyyy 
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【Biometric DB】 
ID ：0001 
Biometrics ：123456 
ID ：0002 
Biometrics ：423651 
ID ：0003 
Biometrics ：264153 
… 

User name / Card number 

5. Biometrics are given a unique 
identifier and biometric identity 
verification is confirmed 

7.   Log-in / Payment Success or Failure 

6. Identification 
Success or Failure 
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Usage scene 
• Credit/Debit Card abuse…To prevent from card abuse when a card is lost or stolen 
• Account take-over… To prevent from illegal access to corporate account or SNS 
• E-commerce, Internet-banking illegal access…To prevent illegal access when password is stolen 
• Employee’s fraud…To tighten the security with device access control and background check on employees 
 
Identification mechanism 

Products or service names mentioned herein are the trademarks of ImageWare Systems Inc.. 


